
21 DAY 
GRATITUDE
PRACTICE 
& ABUNDANCE
SEEDING
~Ara



Supplies:

 • Journal or Paper
 • Pen or Pencil
 • You

For the next 21 days, each day there will be a area of focus that will be posted right here in 
the public group that will be used as a prompt for your deep dive into gratitude. Each day 
you are encouraged to write your responses in your very own gratitude journal or list, as 
you will be using this for the gratitude seeding on the final day. If you wish, you are  
welcome to share your journal responses, your thoughts or anything that comes to you 
during the 21 days. This is a place of sharing and co-creation. All are welcome to share.

Each day you will create 5 points of positive focus that relate to the daily subject. You will 
write these in your journal. One of the most powerful for you on that day will become your 
daily mantra, a positive affirmation that will be your grounding point to anchor this energy 
if you move from a place of gratitude with this subject during your day.  

If you feel called to embellish your journal to further dedicate it to this gratitude working, 
follow your creative muse and be inspired. If you feel called to create a sacred space  
dedicated to this 21 day practice, I invite you to. This can be a place to further anchor your 
energy and fuel your practice.

One Day Prior to Day 1



Today on this first day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of the 
self. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of how you feel 
about you. Eg: I love my sense of spirit. I embrace my big, open heart. I am grateful for my 
sense of adventure.

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to yourself. You can use one of the points you had for the day, or create 
one that encompass the topic of the day. (E.g., I am an amazing human being. I am a loving, 
caring being.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 1: Gratitude of the Self



Today on this second day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of 
family. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of your  
family (e.g., I am thankful for __ for taking out the trash, I am happy that I get to have  
morning coffee with __________, I am blessed to have __________ to bring laughter to my life.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to family. You can use one of the points you had for the day that resonate 
with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I have the best family.  
I am so lucky to be part of this amazing family.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 2: Gratitude of Family



Today on this third day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of  
the material. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of  
the material in your life (e.g., I am blessed with  food on my table, I am happy to have a  
roof over my head, I am grateful for the technology that I have that allows me to connect 
and learn.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to the material. You can use one of the points you had for the day that 
resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am blessed 
with resources, My world is filled with abundant security.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 3: Money / Material:



Today on this fourth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of 
health and well being. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the  
subject of health in your life (e.g., I am healthy in mind and body, I am blessed with robust 
energy, I am physically fit.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to health. You can use one of the points you had for the day that  
resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am blessed 
with health and wellness, I am a vibrant, healthy person, I am full of healthy energy.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 4: Health



Today on this fifth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of  
career. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of work 
in your life (e.g., I enjoy a career that is in alignment with my highest purpose, I enjoy 
the company of those I work with, I am happy for my very understanding boss, I am a 
good boss.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to career. You can use one of the points you had for the day that resonate 
with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am blessed with an 
amazing job, I embrace the unfolding of my path.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 5: Career / Work / Path



Today on this sixth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of 
home. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of you home 
in your life (e.g., I am blessed with a welcoming home, I feel happy in my space, I embrace 
my sacred space, I enjoy a very comfortable couch.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to home. You can use one of the points you had for the day that resonate 
with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am blessed with a 
beautiful home.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 6: Home



Today on this seventh day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of 
nature. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of your 
environment in your life (e.g., I embrace the natural world around me, I am blessed with 
sunshine and fresh air, I welcome the grass on my feet, I am loving the sky that I see 
outside my window.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for 
your day as pertaining to nature and your environment. You can use one of the points you 
had for the day that resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the 
day. (E.g., I am blessed with abundance natural resources surrounding me.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 7: Environment / Nature



Today on this eighth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of 
your body. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of your 
physical self in your life (e.g., I am thankful for my eyes which see the beauty around me, I 
am blessed with powerful legs, I enjoy my beautiful smile and healthy teeth.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to your physical self. You can use one of the points you had for the day 
that resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am 
thankful for this temple in which I reside, I welcome the strength in this form.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 8: Body



Today on this ninth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of your 
relationships. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of 
your relationships in your life (e.g., I am blessed with resonating friendships, I embrace the 
new friends I have made, I am happy to spend time with my friends.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to your relationships. You can use one of the points you had for the day 
that resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am 
thankful for my friends or loved ones.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 9: Relationships / Friendships



Today on this tenth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of love. 
In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of the love that is in 
your life (e.g., I feel love surrounding me, I am full of love for others, I am blessed with love 
from those around me.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to love. You can use one of the points you had for the day that resonate 
with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am blessed with love 
in my life, I embrace love in my life, I welcome love in my life.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 10: Love



Today on this eleventh day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of 
your mind. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of the 
love that is in your mind and thoughts (e.g., I embrace my ideas and thoughts, I celebrate 
my thinking ability, I am blessed with a witty mind.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to your mind. You can use one of the points you had for the day that reso-
nate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am blessed with 
a clear mind, I am thankful for my problem solving abilities.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 11: Your Mind



Today on this twelfth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of 
the social aspects of your world. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus 
on the subject of the social in your world (e.g., I am thankful for like minded people on my 
journey, I enjoy the company of those that resonate with my truth.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to your social atmosphere. You can use one of the points you had for the 
day that resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am 
blessed with abundant social situations, I am thankful for technology for allowing me to 
reach out to like minded people.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 12: Social



Today on this thirteenth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the realm of 
the creative in your world. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the 
subject of creativity (e.g., I embrace my creative talents, I make time for creative pursuits, I 
am thankful for the time to paint.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to your creativity. You can use one of the points you had for the day that 
resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am blessed 
with creative abundance, I celebrate my creative gifts.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 13: Creativity



Today on this fourteenth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the area of 
mentors, teachers and influential people that have been a part of your life In this practice, 
you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of mentors in your life (e.g., I am 
thankful for my high school teacher for igniting a lifelong love affair with art, I am happy 
to have apprenticed with ____, I am blessed with the teachings of ___ in my life, I have been 
influenced positively by ___, I am grateful for my mother who inspires me.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to mentors. You can use one of the points you had for the day that  
resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I have had  
amazing people to walk this path with me, I embrace the guidance and lessons along  
this path.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 14: Mentors / Teachers



Today on this fifteenth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the area 
of spirituality. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of 
spirituality in your life (e.g., I am thankful for the freedom to practice my own beliefs, I am 
grateful for the spiritual lessons and guidance in my life, I embrace the spiritual path  
unfolding before me)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to spirituality. You can use one of the points you had for the day that 
resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am a divine 
spiritual being, I embrace every aspect of life as divine and sacred)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 15: Spirituality & Beliefs



Today on this sixteenth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the area of 
happiness and joy. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject 
of happiness and joy in your life (e.g., I am thankful for my animals antics that fill me with 
happiness, I am grateful for the laughter when my sister and I get together, I am filled with 
happiness when I spend time in nature.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to happiness and joy. You can use one of the points you had for the day 
that resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g.,  
I embrace this life filled with happy moments, I welcome joyful experiences into my world.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 16: Happiness & Joy



Today on this seventeenth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the area 
of change. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of change 
in your life (e.g., I am blessed with abundant growth and flow in my life, I am grateful for the 
new experiences that come into my life, I welcome the new lessons on my path.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to change. You can use one of the points you had for the day that res-
onate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I embrace the 
path unfolding before me, I welcome change into my experience.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 17: Change



Today on this eighteenth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the area of 
freedom. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of  
freedom in your life (e.g., I am blessed with free time to pursue my hobbies, I am grateful 
for the freedom of speech I experience, I am filled with limitless freedom on this path.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to freedom. You can use one of the points you had for the day that  
resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I am free, I  
embrace my free spirit.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 18: Freedom



Today on this nineteenth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the area of 
courage and strength. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the 
subject of courage and strength in your life (e.g., I am blessed with a courageous heart,  
I am strong of spirit, I am filled with gratitude for the strength of ____.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for  
your day as pertaining to strength. You can use one of the points you had for the day that 
resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I embrace  
my inner strength, I am grateful for my strength of character.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 19: Courage & Strength



Today on this twentieth day of the 21 day Gratitude practice, we will look into the area 
of the world. In this practice, you will list five points of positive focus on the subject of 
the world and global focus (e.g., I am blessed to be connected to so many amazing people 
across the world, I am grateful for this global village, I am fortunate to be able to see so 
much of the world.)

Once you have listed five (or more if you get on a roll), it’s time to create a mantra for your 
day as pertaining to the world. You can use one of the points you had for the day that  
resonate with you, or create one that encompasses the topic of the day. (E.g., I embrace 
others on this planet as my global family, I welcome abundance into this world.)

There is no right or wrong point or mantra, feel into how you feel with this subject and 
make it something that resonates with you and your truth. List these in your journal and 
share them on the page, if you wish. The important part is to record it physically in your 
journal.

Day 20: World / Global



Today is the twenty-first and final day of the 21 day Gratitude Practice. As we move into 
this very potent time, let us bring together all of the seeds that we have planted over this 
practice into one planting.

Taking the mantras that resonated with you from each of the sections, write them down as 
an offering to the Universal flow of divine abundance. This is your offering on the altar of 
your heart. At the bottom, after you have listen 1-20 of your mantras, write what it is that 
you wish to bring into your life the most. What is your heart wanting to flower into being? 
Whisper this to the Universe and open the space in your heart and your world for it to 
come. 

Take all the time you need. You can burn candles, offer your mantras and your 
manifestation intention aloud or in any way that flows with you. All that the Universe 
asks is that you do this with authentic truth, with clarity and with an open heart.

You have spent weeks preparing the soil of abundance and gratitude in order to sow what 
you wish to bring into being. Congratulations on this journey that you have traveled. To 
continue to nourish the seeds of intention in your life and to open to the flow of abun-
dance, keep in your heart the spirit of gratitude. It has been an honour to sit with you in 
circle, to practice with you and to be a part of your journey. Much love and infinite 
blessings to you, this day and all days. 

~Ara  

Day 21



*All writing is © copyright of Ara & The Goddess Circle


